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ABSTRACT
Configurational approaches to weak crossover effects in Japanese and Korean have been proposed based on the
notions such as c-command and reconstruction (e.g., [5], [25], and [26] among others). However, empirical
problems arise from the approaches simply because they cannot fully account for the relevant Korean data. This
paper proposes nonconfigurational operator binding conditions formulated in terms of obliqueness and linear
precedence within the framework of Head-Driven Phrase Structure Grammar. The proposed syntactic operator
binding conditions are formulated in only a necessary condition, which suggests that the pronominal binding
possibilities are also determined by other factors such as discourse and/or processing factors.
1. INTRODUCTION
Since at least [30], the weak crossover (WCO) effect has been used as a diagnostic for movement. In this paper, we
assume that scrambling in Korean is licensed by a flat clausal structure and relative freedom of the linear
precedence constraints among the non-head constituents, which entails that scrambling does not involve movement
and thus leaves no trace. (See [2], [9], and [10] among others.) This predicts scrambling does not induce WCO
effects at all. Then the putative WCO effect reported in the literature ([5], [6], [16], [25], and [26]) among others)
must be accounted for in different ways.
In this paper, first, we will review [26]'s claim that the WCO effect occurs in the psych-verb construction with
backward reflexivization in Japanese, showing that the construction actually cannot be considered to have the
WCO effect in some respects and thus cannot be evidence that scrambling is an instance of movement. Then we
will consider some canonical cases of WCO and some other relevant data, trying to show that the so-called WCO
condition can be accounted for in nonconfigurational terms such as relative obliqueness and linear precedence
between a pronominal and its binder, rather than in terms of c-command. To this end, we will explore binding
conditions of non-locally bound anaphor caki 'self, the overt pronoun ku 'he', and the empty pronoun pro.
2. WEAK CROSSOVER EFFECT, MOVEMENT, AND CONFIGURATIONALITY
Under the assumption that in Japanese, the non-locally bound reflexive zibun 'self has a property of a bound
variable when it is locally A-bar bound, [26] argue for a VP node in Japanese, using the psych-verb construction
with backward reflexivization. They claim that the construction can induce the WCO effect due to the existence of
a VP node. The Korean sentences corresponding to the Japanese sentences in [26] are as follows:
[vp nwukvvunarinwukwunkarlul koylopkeyhayssta] ] .
(1) a.*[s [Np Mary-ka cakirlul miwehantanun
depressed
fact-Nom everyone-/someone-Acc
M-Nom self-Acc dislike
`The fact that Mary dislikes himself; has depressed everyone;/someone;.'
koylopkeyhayss-ni]]?
miwehantanun Basil]-i [vp nvvukwurlul
b.*[s [Np Mary-ka
eakii-lul
fact-Nom who-Acc
depressed-Q
M-Nom
self-Ace dislike
`Whom; has the fact that Mary dislikes himself; depressed?'

According to them, the sentences in (1) are unacceptable because the antecedent quantifier (nwukwuna-/nwukwnkalul 'everyone/someone' or nwukwu-lul 'who') is scrambled to the S-adjunction position at LF, resulting the'
structure in (2):

S

(2)
NP

NP
V

NP
nwukwunarlul

[Mary-ka cakirlul
miwehantanun

t,

koylopkeyhayssta

Here, due to the existence of the VP node, the anaphor caki-lul neither c-commands nor is c-commanded by the
variable (i.e., the trace), and thus the configuration in (2) fits the condition in (3), which is assumed to induce the
WCO effect by [26]:
(3) A variable cannot be the antecedent of a pronoun or an anaphor that it does not c-command.
[26] also claim that scrambling in Japanese (or Korean for that matter) must be an instance of move-a, based
on the weak crossover effect in the same construction.
(4) a. [p

sulphukeyhanta.
Mary-ka
miwehantanun
John-uli
M-Nom
make-sad
self-Acc dislike
fact-Nom J-Acc
Lit. 'The fact that Mary dislikes himself, made John; sad.'
b. *?John-ul, [NP Mary-ka
t, sulphukeyhanta.
miwehantanun sasil]-i
caki-lul,
J-Acc
M-Nom
make-sad
selfAcc
fact-Nom
dislike
(5) a. [Np
Mary-uy
caki-lul,
nolakeyhayssta.
hyanghan salang]-i
John-ul,
M-Gen
surprised
self-Acc toward
love-Nom J-Acc
Lit. 'Mary's love toward himself; surprised John,:
b. *?John-lul,
[NP Mary-uy caki-lul,
nolakeyhayssta.
t;
hyanghan salang]-i
J-Acc
M-Gen
surprised
love-Nom
self-Acc
toward
They argue that the ungrammaticality of (4b) and (5b) arises from the WCO effect that is caused by the movement
of John-lul to the sentence initial position. That is, the non-local reflexive caki-lul 'self is not c-commanded by the
trace. This results in the same configuration as in (2) at S-structure, which is predicted to be unacceptable due to
the WCO effect condition in (3). They argue further that this is evidence for the hypothesis that scrambling is an
instance of move-a.
One of the problems with [26]'s analysis is that it is hard to tell whether that kind of WCO effect exists at all in
Korean. To see why, let us consider the sentences in (6)-(8), which are considered to be typical examples involving
movement and its effect on binding of the non-locally bound anaphor caki . (See [5] and [25] among others, for the
same observations.)
(6) a. *[Cakiruy chinkwu]-ka
nwukwurlul
self-Gen friend-Nom
who-Acc
`Who, did his, friend betray?'
b. Nwukwurlul
[cakiruy chinkwu]-ka
who-Acc
self-Gen friend-Nom
(7) a. ICakiruy
chinkwu]-ka
nwukwunkarlul
self-Gen
friend-Nom
someone-Ace
Lit. 'His; friend betrayed someone,.'
b. Nwukwunkarlul [cakiruy chinkwu]-ka
someone-Acc
self-Gen friend-Nom

paypanhayssni?
betrayed-Q
t, paypanhayssni?
betrayed-Q
paypanhayssta.
betrayed
t, paypanhayssta.
betrayed
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paypanhayssta.
betrayed

Johnrul
chinkwu]-ka
(8) a. ICalciruy
J-Acc
friend-Nom
self-Gen
Lit. 'His; friend betrayed John;.'
chinkwu]-ka
b. John;-ul [calciruy
self-Gen friend-Nom
J-Acc

paypanhayssta.
betrayed

All the (b) sentences in (6)-(8) have the exactly the same structure as the one in (2) at least at S-structure, and they
are all incorrectly predicted to be unacceptable by [261 due to the WCO effect condition in (3). From [261's point of
view, one way to interpret the data in (6)-(8) might be to assume that the WCO effect induced at LF by quantifier
movement is ameliorated by scrambling. However, this approach cannot be extended to the account of (4b) and
(5b) because scrambling here does not ameliorate the WCO effect.
Also note that in [25], Saito himself acknowledges that the sentences in (4) and (5) may not be a set of data
which evidently shows the WCO effects in Japanese. He provides the sentence in (9) which contains the wh-word
dare 'who' and an overt bound variable soitu 'the guy' which he considers to induce the WCO effect in Japanese
just as an English overt pronoun does.
hahaoya]-ga
(9) ?Darero
[[soitu;-no
who-Ace the guy-Gen mother-Nom
`Who; does his; mother love ti.'

aisiteru]
love

[25] notices that this example is marginally acceptable in Japanese, while (1), (4b) and (5b) are unacceptable, and
that these judgments cause some theoretical inconsistencies. He mentions that the judgment of (9) seems to be more
solid, and that the ill-formedness of (1), (4b) and (5b) cannot be attributed directly to WCO effect (footnote 5 in
[25]). From these observations, we may conclude that it seems impossible to consistently account for all the given
data if we assume that sentences in (1), (4) and (5) all involve the WCO effect. That is, the claim is suspicious that
the unacceptability of the psych-verb construction is due to the WCO effect. But if they are not instances of WCO
effects, then they cannot be evidence for the claim that scrambling is an instance of move-a, and for the existence of
a VP node. Investigations of what factors make worse the psych-verb constructions in (1), (4b) and (5b) remain for
further study.
3. PRONOMINAL BINDING AND WEAK CROSSOVER EFFECTS
3.1 Data and Previous Analyses
In this section, we will discuss some instances of canonical WCO effects and relevant data, trying to show that the
WCO effects can be accounted for by general binding conditions of pronominal expressions such as the non-locally
bound anaphor caki 'self, the overt pronoun ku 'he/she', and the empty pronoun pro.' We will try to show that
even the canonical structure that is believed to induce WCO effects cannot be evidence for hierarchical clause
structure in Korean.
Let us consider the following data first where a pronominal expression is contained within a subject NP and its
antecedent is a complement (cf. (6)-(8)):
(10) a. 1Calcir/kuruy/proi chinkwuFka
self-/he-Gen/pro friend-Nom
`Who; did his; friend betray?'
b. Nwukwurlul
[cakir/kuruy/proi
who-Ace
self-/he-Gen/pro
(11) a. 1Calcir/kuruy/proi chinkwu]-ka
self-/he-Gen/pro friend-Nom
Lit. 'His; friend trusts everyone;.'
b. Nwukwunarlul [calcir/kuruy/proi
everyone-Ace self-/he-Gen/pro

nwukwurlul
who-Ace

paypanhayssni?
betrayed-Q

chinkwu]-ka
friend-Nom
nwukwunarlul
everyone-Acc

paypanhayssni?
betrayed-Q
sinloyhanta.
trust

chinkwu]-ka
friend-Nom

sinloyhanta.
trust

These examples are considered to be typical instances involving movement of a quantifier or wh-word and its effect
on binding of the non-locally bound anaphor caki 'self, overt pronoun ku 'he' and empty pronoun pro. (See [5],
[16], and [25] among others, for the same or similar observations.) In terms of GB, (10) and (11) might be
accounted for by an assumption that the WCO effect occurs at LF by operator movement such as quantifier raising
and wh-movement, but the effect is ameliorated by scrambling, i.e., scrambling needs to be assumed to be Amovement as in [17].
Unlike the typical English WCO effect, a similar pattern of judgment is obtained in Korean and Japanese even
when the moved category is not a typical quantifier or wh-word, as shown in (12):
(12) a. rCaki,-/*kuruy/pro,
Johnr/ku namcarlul
paypanhayta.
chinkwu]-ka
betrayed
friend-Nom
J-/the man-Acc
self-/he-Gen/pro
Lit. 'His, friend betrayed John,/the man,.'
t, paypanhayta.
b. Johnr/ku namcarlul [cakir/kuruy/pro, chinkwu]-ka
friend-Nom
betrayed
J-/the man-Acc
self-/he-Gen/pro
According to [26], the examples with caki and ku in (12a) can be instances of the WCO effect since they assume
that the definite antecedent (quasi-operator) also moves across the subject at LF in Korean and Japanese, and that
its trace is a variable. However, it is not true that a definite and an indefinite always have the same binding
possibilities in Korean (and perhaps in Japanese either), especially when the involved pronoun is pro. Note that pro
in (12a) can have a linearly following definite antecedent, but not a linearly following indefinite antecedent, as
shown in (10a) and (1 la). The different pro binding possibilities between definite and indefinite antecedents are
also found in the so-called parasitic gap construction, as shown in (13) - (15):
chotayhayssta.
moshameyto pwulkwuhako]
(13) a. Johnr/ku namcarlul Mary-ka [ pro, cal alci
invited
although
well know do not
M-Nom
J-/the man-Acc
`Mary invited Johndthe man, although she does not know him, well.'
moshameyto pwulkwuhako] Johnr/ku namcarlul chotayhayssta.
b. Mary-ka [ pro, cal alci
invited
J-/the man-Acc
although
well know do not
M-Nom
moshameyto pwulkwuhako] chotayhayssni?
Mary-ka [pro, cal alci
(14) a. Nwukwurlul
invited
although
well know do not
M-Nom
who-Acc
`Who, did Mary invite although she does not know him, well?'
pwulkwuhako] nwukwurlul chotayhayssni?
b. ??/Mary-ka [pro, cal alci moshameyto
invited
who-Acc
although
do not
well know
M-Nom
cinachikey
sinloyhanta.
ceney]
(15) a. Nwukvvunarlul Mary-nun [pro, sakwuykito
trust
exceedly
getting acquainted before
everyone-Acc M-Top
`Mary exceedly trusts everyone; before getting acquainted with him.'
ceney] nvvukwunai-lul cinachikey sinloyhanta.
sakwuykito
b. ??/Mary-nun [pro,
trust
getting acquainted before everyone-Acc exceedly
M-Top
(13) shows that pro can be bound by a definite NP John-ul or ku namca-lul 'the man' regardless of its position,
whereas (14) and (15) show that pro cannot be bound by an indefinite NP when the indefinite occurs after pro.
Let us consider other types of data, where a pronominal is contained within an NP and the operator is a subject:
paypanhayssni?
chinkwu]-lul
[cakir/lcuruy/pro,
(16) a. Nwurka
betrayed-Q
friend-Acc
who-Nom self-/he-Gen/pro
`Who, betrayed his, friend?'
paypanhayssni?
t,
nwurka
b. [Caki,-/*kuruy/pro, chinkwu]-lul
betrayed-Q
who-Nom
friend-Ace
self-/he-Gen/pro
paypanhayssta.
[cakir/kuruy/pro, chinkwu]-lul
(17) a. Nwukwunkarka
betrayed
friend-Acc
self-/he-Gen/pro
Someone-Nom
`Someone betrayed his, friend,.'
paypanhayssta.
nwukwunkarka
b. [Caki,-/*kuruy/pro, chinkwu]-lul
betrayed
Someone-Nom
friend-Acc
self-/he-Gen/pro
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[calcii-/lcuruy/proi
chinkwu]-lul
(18) a. John;-i
self-/he-Gen/pro
friend-Acc
J-Nom
`John betrayed his; friend.'
Johnri
b. [Cakii-/*kuruy/proi chinkwu]-lui
friend-Acc
self-/he-Gen/pro
J-Nom

paypanhayssta.
betrayed
paypanhayssta.
betrayed

In this case, caki or pro can be bound by the subject operator even when the operator follows it. In contrast, ku
cannot be bound by the subject operator when it linearly follows pro.
To account for examples like (16X18) as well as (10)-(12), [25] assumes that at LF, the position for the
scrambled NP can either disappear or be reanalyzed as an A position. If the position disappears, the NP in that
position is reconstructed into the trace position, which allows a pronominal within the NP to be c-commanded by
its antecedent (e.g., (16)-(18)). If the scrambled position is reanalyzed as an A position, the NP in the position
becomes an antecedent that can command the pronominal (e.g., (10b)-(12b), (13a) and (14a)).
However, this reanalysis and reconstruction account turns out to be too strong when we consider the following
examples:
(19) a. Ne-nun nwunwurhanthey [caki i/proi sensayngnim]-ul sokayhaycwuessni?
introduced-Q
you-Top who-to
self/pro teacher-Ace
`To whom; did you introduce his; teacher?'
nwunwurhanthey sokayhaycwuessni?
b. */??[Cakii/proi sensayngnim]-ul ne-nun
self/pro
teacher-Acc
introduced-Q
you-Top who -to
Following [25]'s accounts, if we reconstruct the scrambled NP caki/pro sensayngnim-ul 'his teacher' into
the trace position at LF, (19b) is predicted to have the same judgment as (19a) by the same reason as in (16).
However, this prediction is not born out since (19b) is much worse than (19a). This observation casts some
doubts on the assumption that variable binding in Korean (and perhaps in Japanese too) can be accounted
for by move-a and LF reconstruction.
Let us now consider a set of data that causes another problem to the reconstruction and reanalysis approach.
Here an operator is embedded within an NP, as shown in (20) and (21):2 3
(20) a. INvvukwuruy kwake]-ka calcir/kui-lul/proi
koylophyessni?
who-Gen past-Nom self-/he-Acc/pro
bothered-Q
`Whose; past bothered him?'
b. *Calcii-/kurlul/proi [nwukwui-uy kwake]-ka
koylophyessni?
self-/he-Ace/pro who-Gen
past-Nom
bothered-Q
(21) a. INwukwuruy kwakeklul
kiyek moshani?
cakii-/kui-lca/proi
who-Gen
past-Acc
could not remember-Q
self-/he-Nom/pro
`whose; past couldn't he; remember?'
b. *Calcii-/kurka/proi [nwukwuruy kwake]-lul kiyek moshani?
self-/he-Nom/pro
who-Gen
could not remember-Q
past-Acc
These examples show that when an operator is embedded within an NP, it cannot bind pronominals, regardless of
linear order between the operator and pronominals. However, when the pronominals are also embedded within an
NP and linearly follow the operator, the embedded operator can bind the pronominals, as shown in (22) and (23),
which are counterparts of (20) and (21):
(22) a. [Nvvukwuruy kwake]-ka
[cakii-/kuruy/proiarray]-lul
who-Gen
past-Nom
self-/he-Gen/pro
wife-Acc
`Whose; past bothered his; wife?'
b. *[Cakii-/kuruy/proi anayklul [nwukwui-uy kwake]-ka
self-/he-Gen/pro
wife-Acc
who-Gen
past-Nom

koylophyessni?
bothered-Q
koylophyessni?
bothered-Q

[nwukwuruy
who-Gen
mother-Nom
self-/he-Gen/pro
`Whose, past couldn't her, mother remember?'
[calcir/kuruy/pro,
b. [Nvvukwuruy kwake];-lul
self-/he-Gen/pro
past-Acc
who-Gen

(23) a. *raki,-/kuruy/pro, emma]-ka

kwaket-lul
past-Acc

kiyek moshani?
could not remember-Q

emma]-ka
mother-Nom

kiyek moshani?
could not remember-Q

If we assume that a pronominal must be c-commanded by its operator to get bound, then obviously (22a) and (23b)
are problematic since here the operator nwukwu 'who' is properly contained within an NP and thus the pronominal
itself is never c-commanded by the operator.
To account for (22a) and (23b) in terms of c-command, following [24]'s slash indexing, we might assume that
the operator nwukwu 'who' alone moves out of the NP into a higher A-bar position at LF to c-command the NP
containing the pronominals. However, this analysis does not work for (20a) and (21a). If it is allowed in (22a) and
(23b) to move the operator alone out of the NP into a higher position, the operator also can move in (20a) and (21a)
to c-command the pronominals. Thus they are incorrectly predicted to be acceptable. 4 Also note that this quantifier
raising technique does not work for (22) either, since the NP caki-/ku/pro anay-lul 'his wife' in (22b) can be
reconstructed into the trace position at LF. Then (22b) has exactly the same structure as (22a) at LF, which
incorrectly entails that (22b) is as acceptable as (22a).
When the antecedent is a non-operator (a definite), however, it is not necessary that the pronominals be
embedded within an NP, as shown in (24) and (25), which are counterparts of (20) and (21):
koylophyessta.
(24) a. [John,-uy kwake]-ka caki,-/kurlul
bothered
past-Nom self-/he-Acc
J-Gen
`John's, past bothered him,.'
koylophyessta.
b *Geld,-/kurlul [Johnruy kwake]-ka
bothered
past-Nom
self-/he-Ace
J-Gen
moshayssta.
kiyekhaci
(25) a. *Caki,-/kurica [Johnruy kwake]-lul
remember
did
not
past-Acc
self-/he-Nom J-Gen
Lit. Ile, did not remember John's, past.'
kiyekhaci moshayssta.
calcir/kurka
b [Johnruy kwake];-lul
remember did not
self-/he-Nom
J-Gen
past-Ace
In these cases, caki and ku get bound if they linearly follow their antecedents. Here the position of pro is not
specified since it is impossible to tell where the empty pronoun appears. However, it is clear that the pro versions of
the sentences in (24) and (25) are all acceptable regardless of whether pro is a subject or an object.
3.2 0-Command, Linear Precedence, and Syntactic Condition on Pronominal Binding
Let us now propose our own analysis of variable binding. Following standard assumptions, our nonconfigurational
approach assumes that there are two kinds of pronominal binding, bound variable binding and discourse binding.
The former is the case where the binder is an operator such as a quantifier or wh-word, and the latter is the case
where the binder is a definite. Certain syntactic constraints are concerned with only bound variable binding. We
assume that bound variable binding is conditioned by syntactic factors such as relative obliqueness and linear
precedence between a pronominal and its binder, while discourse binding is not. Our main concern in this section is
what syntactic conditions must be imposed on bound variable binding in Korean.
In [9], the obliqueness hierarchy in (26) for Korean is proposed for the syntactic condition on locally bound
caki 'self . It states that a subject is less oblique than a complement, and complements are all equally oblique.
(26) Subject < Complements
We define the notion of proper o-command in (28), based on the definition of local o-command in (27):
(27) Y locally o-commands Z if Y locally o-commands Z iff y is less oblique than Z.

(28) Y properly o-commands Z iffy locally o-commands X properly dominating Z.
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The notion of proper o-command differs from that of o-command only in that the former excludes the local ocommand relation between Y and Z, while the latter includes it.
The other new definition we need is that of proper precedence in (29):
(29) Y properly precedes Z iff Y precedes X properly dominating Z.
According to (29), Y properly precedes Z in the following cases:
(30) a.

•••

•••

Proper precedence differs from ordinary precedence in that the former describes a linear precedence relationship
between non-sister constituents, excluding the linear relationship between sister constituents.
Also we divide three different pronominals discussed above into two subsorts depending on their syntactic
similarity and difference. One subsort will be called x-pronoun whose binding seems to be conditioned by
obliqueness and linear precedence. This includes the non-locally bound cab and pro. The other subsort will be
called y-pronoun whose binding is conditioned only by linear precedence. This includes ku. In Head-Driven Phrase
Structure Grammar (HPSG; [19]), these sorts can be represented by the sort hierarchy on nominal categories, as
shown in (31):
(31)

nominal-ob.ect (nom-obi)

nonpronoun (npro)

pronoun (pron)

personal pronoun
x-pronoun (xpro)

o)

anaphor (ana)

y-pronoun (ypro)

Before formulating the variable binding conditions, we need to define another concept called operator-complex
in [3]. [19] adopts the QUANTIFIER) STORE mechanism to handle quantifier scopes, which is developed from
the idea of Cooper storage in [11]. The QSTORE takes as its value a set of quant(ifier)s. The feature structure of
the sort quantifier) has DETERMINER) and RESTRICTED) IND(EX). The DET attribute takes as its value
sort sem(antic)det(erminer) such asforall, exist, the, few, etc., while the RESTIND takes sort nom(inal)-obj(ect),
which in turn has the INDEX and RESTR(ICTION) attribute. [20] extend the QSTORE mechanism to handle the
wh-scopes as well as quantifier scopes. On this approach, for example, the wh-operator whom has the feature
structure in (32a), which indicates that whom is a quantifier that has which as its semdet and its referent must be a
person. The QSTROE value is often abbreviated as in (32b).
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(32) a.
SYNSEM I LOC
— CAT HEAD noun CASE acc
VAL — SUBJ < >
COMPS < >
SPR<>
CONTENT I INDEX [1]
DET which

QSTORE

RESTIND

INDEX [1]
RESTR

RELN person
INSTANCE [1]

quant
b. { [which [1] I person ([1])] }
The value of QSTORE is structure-shared with the mother node by the Quantifier Inheritance Principle (QIP):
(33) Quantifier Inheritance Principle (QIP):
The QSTORE value of a phrasal node is the union of the QSTORE values of the daughters less those
quantifiers that are retrieved at that node.
(33) states that the QSTORE value of a daughter node can be percolated up to the mother node until it is retrived.
The retrieval of a quantifier can take place at any phrasal node whose CONTENT is a psoa (roughly, at any verbal
phrasal category). Based on this QSTORE mechanism, [20] define the notion of the operator-complex (0complex) as follows:
(34) An 0-complex is a constituent whose QSTORE contains anon-definite quantifier or a wh-operator.
According to the definition in (34), a quantifier such as everyone or a wh-word itself is an 0-complex since its
QSTORE contains a non-definite quantifier or a wh-operator. An NP containing a quantifier or a wh-word like
every mother or whose mother can also be an 0-complex since the QSTORE value in the specifier daughter is
percolated up to the mother node by the QIP in (33), and thus the whole NP's QSTORE also contains the same
quantifier or wh-operator as the specifier has.
Based on the notions such as proper o-command in (28), proper precedence in (29), the sort hierarchy in (31),
s 6
and 0-complex in (34), we propose the variable binding conditions in (35) and (36) for each pronoun
(35) Variable binding condition of x-pronoun:
An x-pronoun X may be bound by an operator 0 only if
either (i) 0 properly o-commands X
(ii) 0-complex properly precedes X.
or
(36) Variable binding condition ofy-pronoun (Preliminary version):
A y-pronoun Y may be bound by an operator 0 only if 0-complex properly precedes Y.
(35) states that x-pronouns such as pro and non-locally bound caki can be bound by an operator if either (i) the
operator is less oblique than the constituent properly dominating the x-pronouns; or (ii) the operator itself or a node
dominating the operator precedes a constituent properly dominating the x-pronoun. (36) states that the y-pronoun
ku can be bound by an operator if the operator itself or a node dominating the operator precedes a constituent
properly dominating the y-pronoun. (35i) and (35ii) have similar effects as the LF reconstruction and reanalysis in
[25], respectively. However, they make different predictions from [25]'s c-command based approaches in that all
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the problematic data given above are no longer problems.'
As for (10) and (11), on our approach, the (a) sentences are all correctly predicted to be unacceptable because
the operators nwukwu-lul 'who' and nwukwuna-lul 'everyone' neither properly o-command nor properly precede
the pronominals. (14b) is predicted to be unacceptable by the same reason if we assume that an adjunct and a
complement are equally oblique. In contrast, the (b) sentences in (10) and (11) are all correctly predicted to be
acceptable because the operators properly precede the pronominals. (14a) is also predicted to be acceptable by the
same reason.
' ed by the operator binding conditions in
Binding possibilities of (12), (13), (18), (24) and (25) are not detennin
(35) and (36) because the binders are definites, not operators. We will return to these examples in section 3.3.
As for caki and pro binding in (16) and (17), all the relevant sentences are correctly predicted to be acceptable
regardless of positions of the pronominals and operators, because the operators properly o-command the
pronominals. As for ku binding, the relevant (a) sentences are correctly predicted to be acceptable because the
operators properly precedes ku. In contrast, the relevant (b) sentences are correctly predicted to be unacceptable.
The operators do not properly precede the pronominals, and thus the condition in (36) is violated.
As for (20) and (21) as well as (22b) and (23a), all of them are correctly predicted to be unacceptable because
the operator neither properly o-commands nor properly precedes the pronominals. In contrast, (22a) and (23b) are
correctly predicted to be acceptable since the operator properly precedes the pronominals.
Also note that the pronominal ku does not seem to be affected by (in)definiteness of the binder. As shown in
(12a), (18b), (24b) and (25a), ku cannot be bound by a linearly following binder regardless of the (in)definiteness
of the binder. This fact provides another motivation for the sort hierarchy in (31) where the y-pronoun ku differs
from x-pronouns such as caki and pro. To incorporate the observation on ku into the condition in (36), (36) may be
revised into a more general condition as in (37):
(37) Binding condition of y-pronoun (Final version):
A y-pronoun Y may be bound by an NP X only if X properly precedes Y.
3.3 Discourse Condition on Pronominal Binding
Note that the binding conditions in (35) and (37) are formulated as a necessary condition but not as a necessary and
sufficient condition. On our nonconfigurational approach, operator binding is conjunctively conditioned (i) by
minimal syntactic constraints in (35) and (37); and (ii) by discourse and/or processing factors. In other words, for a
pronominal to be appropriately bound by an operator, it must satisfy certain discourse or processing conditions as
well as syntactic conditions. Thus on our approach, syntactic conditions alone may allow some sentences to be
overgenerated, but they are filtered out by some discourse or processing conditions. For example, let us consider
the following examples:
(38) [Nwukwuruy yeca chinkwu]-ka rcalcii -/kuruy/proi pwumonim]-ul pangmwunhayssni?
who-Gen
girl friend-Nom
self-/he-Gen/pro
parents-Acc
visited-Q
`whose; girl friend visited his; parents?'
The only difference between the sentences in (22a) and (38) is that the head noun of the NP containing the operator
nwukwu 'who' is replaced with a person, yeca chinkwu 'girl friend'. In this case, caki is bound not by nwukwu but
by yeca chinkwu. On our analysis, the sentence in (38) satisfies the binding conditions in (35) and (37), and thus
they are all predicted to be acceptable at the syntax level. However, caki binding here is filtered out by a certain
processing factor, namely the intervention effect, which is one of the two crucial factors that are suggested by [18]
and [19] to be relevant to binding of non-locally bound anaphor. The intervention effect can roughly be described

as follows: a non-locally bound anaphor X is hard to interpret as coindexed with an NP Y when another NP W
which can be a possible antecedent of X linearly intervenes between X and Y. From the perspective of intervention,
the unacceptability of the sentence in (38) with caki is correctly predicted if we assume that a linear intervention
effect occurs when yeca chinkwu 'girl friend' appears between caki and its binder. In this paper, we have focused
on what minimal syntactic conditions must be imposed on each pronominal. As for more discussions on such nonsyntactic factors, we refer readers to some previous studies that will be listed below when we briefly discuss nonoperator binding.'

Now, let us consider examples where pronouns are bound by non-operators such as proper nouns and definites,
as in (4), (12), (13), (18), (24) and (25). First of all, in general, non-operator binding of a pronominal seems to be
similar to operator binding in that possibilities of non-operator pronominal binding is also affected by the
obliqueness hierarchy (e.g., (18)) and linear order (e.g., (12), (24) and (25)). 9 However, the conditions in terms of
obliqueness and linear order in (35) and (37) are not even necessary conditions for non-operator binding. For
example, even though the NP dominating caki in (4a) or the NP dominating pro in (12a) and (13b) are not ocommanded or preceded by its antecedent, they are perfectly acceptable.
Then what conditions are imposed on non-operator pronominal binding? Discourse factors that have often been
discussed in pronominal binding are as follows: point of view or empathy ([15], [28]), logophoricity ([27]),
discourse salience of an antecedent in terms of a kind of obliqueness hierarchy ([3], [29]), and discourse salience of
an antecedent in terms of familiarity ([23]), among others. As mentioned above, we will avoid any further
discussion about these factors since they are beyond the scope of this paper. Instead, we will just roughly sketch
how a certain discourse constraint is imposed on non-operator binding, based on [23].
[13] proposes that a difference between definites and indefinites arises from their distinct presuppositions.
Definites have familiarity presuppositions, while indefinites have novelty presuppositions. According to her theory,
the familiarity presupposition is satisfied when the index of the referent of a definite is a member of the
presuppositional set involved. [23] discusses some instances of pronoun binding in English, proposing that binding
possibilities of non-operator pronoun binding are determined by discourse salience of an antecedent. According to
her, one of the crucial factors that makes the antecedent salient at the discourse level is its familiarity to
interlocutors. Following [13]'s theory of familiarity presupposition, she proposes that a discourse bound pronoun is
bound by an index of an element in a presuppositional set, not by an overt NP within the clause. Following her, we
can assume that pronominals such as caki and pro in (4), (12), (13), (18), (24), and (25) are bound not by an overt
NP within the clauses but by an index in a presuppositional set in the sense of [13]. That is, those sentences are
felicitously uttered only when a presupposition that the referent of a definite antecedent is familiar to the
interlocutors.
The familiarity presupposition may be considered as a necessary condition on non-operator binding but not as
a sufficient condition, because satisfaction of the familiarity presupposition does not always make non-operator
binding possible. For example, note that the binding possibilities of caki are more restrictive than that of pro, as
shown in (12a). Here the antecedent NP is an object and linearly follows the pronominals caki and pro. In this case,
even though the familiarity presupposition is satisfied, caki cannot be bound by the NP, while pro can. However,
when the antecedent is a subject, as in (18b), caki also can bound by it. This contrast shows that we may need to
consider more discourse factors for caki binding, such as empathy or point of view. According to [15]'s empathy
hierarchy, it is easier for speakers to empathize with the referent of a subject than an object. It is generally wellaccepted that the binding possibilities of non-locally bound caki are affected by this kind of empathy hierarchy.
Then we can say that, due to the subjecthood of the antecedent, caki in (18b) can be bound by the antecedent, even
though the antecedent follows it. In contrast, due to the non-subjecthood of the antecedent, it is hard for caki in
(12a) to be bound by the antecedent when the antecedent follows it.
4. CONCLUSION

To summarize, Korean may have the WCO effect at least at LF (e.g., (10a) and (l la)). The WCO and relevant
phenomena can be relatively well accounted for by the operator binding condition for caki and pro in (35) and the
binding condition for ku in (37). These conditions are formulated in nonconfigurational terms such as obliqueness
and linear precedence, more specifically by the notions of the proper o-command and proper precedence, rather
than by the reconstruction and reanalysis in [251 This leads us to the conclusion that the putative WCO effect in
Korean can neither be evidence that a VP node exists nor be evidence that scrambling is an instance of move-a.
The proposed syntactic operator binding conditions are formulated in only a necessary condition, which
suggests that the pronominal binding possibilities are also determined by other factors such as discourse
and/or processing factors. A discourse condition is roughly proposed based on the notion of familiarity
presupposition in terms of [13] and [23].

5. NOTES
1. It is still controversial which pronominal induces the WCO effect in Korean and Japanese. For example, among
others, pro is assumed to induce the WCO effect in [16]; ku 'he' in [61 and [5]; zibun 'self (caki in Korean) in
[26]; and soitu 'the guy' in [25].
2. From now on, we illustrate only the examples where the operator is a wh-word just for expository convenience.
If we replace the wh-word with quantifiers such as nwukwunka 'someone' or nwukwuna 'everyone', we have
exactly the same acceptability judgement.
3. The examples in (21) are called secondary strong crossover in [21].
4. (21a) cannot be ruled out by Principle C, because the reconstruction into the trace position is not obligatory in
[25]. That is, if the NP nwukwu-uy kwake-lul 'whose past' is reanalyzed as an A position without being
reconstructed into the trace position, (21a) is not an example of Principle C violation. Moreover, note that the fully
acceptable sentence in (25b) has exactly the same structure as (21a) except that the antecedent is replaced by Johnuy 'John's'. Thus, if (21a) were ruled out by Principle C, then (25b) should also be incorrectly ruled out by the
same reason.
5. The condition in (35) may be considered as a descriptive generalization because it is a disjunction of two
separate cases. The formulation through a deeper generalization remains for further study, if such a generalization
exists.
6. We may simplify the notion of "proper precedence" in (35) and (36) into standard "precedence" if we rule out
the examples in (20) by principle B. To this end, we may assume that the index value of the operator percolated up
to the mother node also affects the binding possibilities, following [24]'s slash indexing technique. That is, in (20a)
for example, the QSTORE value of the whole NP, nwukwu-uy kwake-lca 'whose past' contains the index of the
operator nwukwu-uy 'whose' due to the QIP. If the index is assumed to be available for the binding theory, then
(20a) can be eliminated by principle B, i.e., the pronouns are locally p-commanded by the whole NP [nwukwu-uy,
kwake-kaini; 'whose past'. However, the technical details remain for further study.
7. [3], [7], and [12] among others also propose that linear precedence is a crucial determining factor of operator
binding.
8. [14] and [22] among others propose some syntactic accounts of the intervention effects (or blocking effects) on
Chinese ziji 'self binding, based on feature agreements. However, [31] convincingly claim that none of those
syntax-based accounts are plausible. [1] also proposes a syntactic account of an intervention effect on Japanese
zibun 'self binding, based on honorific feature agreement, i.e., when there is a subject that triggers subject
honorification, the long-distance binding of zibun by its higher subject is impossible. Whatever the involved feature
is, however, it is unclear how this type of syntactic constraint can be extended to account for the intervention effect
in (38), where caki on the one hand, and the binder nwukwu 'who' and the intervenor yeca chinkwu 'girl friend' on
the other are properly dominated by separate NPs. Also note that the honorific constraint suggested by [1] does not
exist in Korean.
9. However, non-operator binding is less restrictive than operator binding in the sense that a non-operator
embedded within an NP can bind a pronominal even when the pronominal is not embedded within another NP.
Compare (24a) and (25b) with (20a) or (21a).
10.[13] does not discuss whether a proper noun such as John in (61) and (62) is a definite or not. We assume that
a proper noun also has the familiarity presupposition.
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